
Make a Tiktok style
video about a book.

Look at your favorite
candy bar, read the

ingredients, and
research 3 of the

ingredients you do not
recognize.

Rewrite the ending to
your favorite
movie/book.

Write a letter to your
5th grade self about
what you wish you
would have known
about intermediate

school.

Create a list of 5 places
you would want to

travel as a teenager and
read about one of the

places. 

Create a meme
related to a book. 

Create a comic strip
using the characters
within your novel of

choice.

Read out of your
comfort zone! Try a

Manga or a genre you
don’t usually read.

Log into the Portal and
search in Destiny for 5

books that look
interesting that you
would like to read.

Cook something that
would pair with your

book.

Check out an ebook
on SORA.

Take a virtual field trip.
Make a list of things you

learned.

Make your own joke
book. Collect school

appropriate jokes and
riddles from your family

and friends.

Read a book that
became a movie.

Find a DIY to create and
create it. Make a list and

directions of how you
created your DIY.

Read outside. 
Read to someone

virtually or live.

Search for and read a
biography on someone

you are interested in.

Write a story with your
favorite Texas mascot

as a character.

Write interview
questions for Orbit.

Read while in a car. Read on a device. Read while it is raining. Read on a picnic. Read in your PJs.

Read on a day
when the

temperature is a
triple digit number

(100+ degrees).

Create a postcard from
one of the locations in

your book.

Check out an audio
book on SORA.

Write something that
you are hopeful for in

the coming year. 

Read everyday for 30
minutes for 5 days in a

row.
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